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Abstract. In the age of user-generated contents, the workloads imposed on
information-security infrastructures become increasingly write intensive. However, existing security protocols, specifically authenticated data structures
(ADSs), are historically designed based on update-in-place data structures and
incur overhead when serving write-intensive workloads.
In this work, we present LPAD (Log-structured Persistent Authenticated Directory), a new ADS protocol designed uniquely based on the log-structure merge
trees (LSM trees) which recently gain popularity in the design of modern storage
systems. On the write path, LPAD supports streaming, non-interactive updates
with constant proof from trusted data owners. On the read path, LPAD supports
point queries over the dynamic dataset with a polynomial proof. The key to enable
this efficiency is a verifiable reorganization operation, called verifiable merge, in
LPAD. Verifiable merge is secured by the execution in an enclave of trusted execution environments (TEE). To minimize the trusted computing base (TCB),
LPAD places the code related to verifiable merge in enclave, and nothing else.
Our implementation of LPAD on Google LevelDB codebase and on Intel SGX
shows that the TCB is reduced by 20 times: The enclave size of LPAD is one
thousand code lines out of more than twenty thousands code lines of a vanilla
LevelDB. Under the YCSB workloads, LPAD improves the performance by an
order of magnitude comparing with that of existing update-in-place ADSs.

1 Introduction
In the age of cloud computing, outsourcing data storage to the cloud is a common
practice (e.g., Dropbox [6], Google drive [9], etc). When using the cloud storage
to host security-critical infrastructures (e.g., Bitcoin like cryptocurrencies [3,2,18,7],
Google’s certificate transparency schemes [5,4,38], etc.), the lack of trust to the public clouds is real and becomes increasingly pressing, in the presence of the constant
cloud-security incidents. It calls for security hardening of untrusted cloud storage. In
particular, the authenticity of data storage is a fundamental security property critical to
many information-security applications. To protect the data authenticity, a common approach is to instantiate an authenticated data structure (ADS) protocol with an untrusted
cloud provider and trusted clients.
Many emerging security applications feature a write-intensive workload. For instance, in cryptocurrency, transactions are constantly generated. A public key directory
(for certificate transparency) features an intensive stream of certificate-registration and
revocation requests. To serve the write-intensive workload with data authenticity, existing ADS protocols present an ill-suited solution. Because most existing ADS protocols [49,36,42,43,54,30,40,34,41,52,53] are designed based on update-in-place data

structures, which incur multiple rounds of communications for serving an update (i.e.,
interactive update), incurring high overhead in write-intensive workloads.
In this work, we propose LPAD,1 an authenticated data structure designed uniquely
based on the log-structured merge tree (LSM tree) [39]. An LSM tree is an externalmemory data structure that optimizes the write performance and is widely adopted in
many modern storage systems such as Google LevelDB [11]/Big-table [27], Apache
HBase [12], Apache Cassandra [10], etc. With the LSM tree’s append-only write design,
the LPAD supports streaming, non-interactive data updates from cloud clients. To support verifiable merge operation in an LSM tree, we assume a trusted third-party (TTP) in
formulating the LPAD protocol. We believe this assumption is necessary, otherwise the
protocol construction will require expensive protocols such as verifiable computations
(VC) [45,23,22] – the state-of-the-art VC systems [44,46,25,50] cause multiple orders
of magnitude performance slowdown comparing to an unsecured system (without VC).
This work aims at building a real LPAD system with minimal third-party trust.
We propose to build the LPAD system by leveraging Intel SGX [15] which supports
a trusted “enclave” on an otherwise untrusted platform. The proposed system design
runs minimal functions inside SGX enclave, that is, the merge operation and timestamp
management. Other than this, majority of the codebase of an LSM data store runs outside the enclave. By this means, it is promising to minimize the trusted computing base
(TCB) in the enclave, which renders the system amenable to formal program verification. To authenticate the data storage outside the enclave, we design a digest structure
that is aligned well with the LSM tree. The LPAD digest structure is implemented by
co-locating the digests (Merkle trees [33]) with the data index, which is promising to
save disk seeks when retrieving the query proof.
We evaluate our LPAD protocol and systems in terms of 1) security, 2) minimal
TCB and 3) performance overhead. We analyze the protocol security by reducing the
query authenticity to the hardness of finding collision in cryptographic hashes. We build
a functional LPAD system based on Google LevelDB [11] and SGX SDK. In our LPAD
implementation, the TCB size, namely the lines of code running in enclave, is reduced
to 4.4% of the entire codebase. We evaluate the performance of our LPAD prototype
extensively: Under the common YCSB workloads that are write intensive, LPAD improves the performance by an order of magnitude comparing existing update-in-place
ADS.
In summary, the contributions of this work are:
New ADS protocol: This work addresses the authenticated storage of data updates
in emerging security scenarios. We identify the performance problem of all existing
ADS protocols: The update-in-place data structures existing ADSs rely on cause significant performance slowdown on the write path. To the best of our knowledge, we
are the first to propose a log-structured ADS protocol, named LPAD, that allows for
non-interactive updates from clients.
New system design: We materialize LPAD with a functional system built on Google
LevelDB and Intel SGX. The system design of LPAD reduces the TCB size in enclave.
This is done by placing only the computation-oriented code routine inside the enclave.
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LPAD stands for Log-structured Persistent Authenticated Dictionary which follows the naming
of a common ADS protocol, PAD [32,20].
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The system design of LPAD also collocates the digests with data, saving data-retrieve
overhead.

2 Preliminaries
This section presents the preliminaries of related techniques to this work.
2.1 LSM Trees and Write-intensive Workloads
A log-structured merge tree (LSM) is designed to be a middle ground between classic
B+tree like data structures that are read-optimized and the temporal log structures that
are write-optimized. An LSM tree only causes sequential IO for writes, thus preserving
write locality similarly to the pure log-structured storage. It avoids the full-disk scan per
read by decomposing the storage into several sorted runs, each of which can be indexed
and randomly accessed in sublinear time.
Target Workloads: The targeted workload of LSM tree is write-intensive workloads which become popular in serving user-generated contents in modern applications. The target workloads feature 1) an intensive stream of updates on individual data
records and 2) data reads that result in random data accesses. In addition, 3) our workloads are issued from security-sensitive scenarios where the data integrity, membership
and freshness needs to be guaranteed. Such application scenarios include Bitcoin-alike
cryptocurrencies, data-transparency schemes, etc.
2.2 Authenticated Data Structures
An authenticated data structure (ADS) is a protocol that allows a data owner to outsource the data storage to a third-party host which will be queried later by data users. In
a public-key setting, the data owner holding the secret key can initially sign and later update the dataset, and the user trusting the owner’s public key can verify the query result
(assuming an external PKI ). An ADS protocol can be thought of as an extended digital
signature scheme where the message is a dataset and new algorithms are added to support data-read/write queries. While there is recent ADS research [54,49,43] to support
expressive queries and various data structures, in this work we consider the most foundational form of ADS, that is, an authenticated dictionary supporting set-membership
queries [20].
Existing ADS constructions [34,48] are mainly based on update-in-place data structures. In the case of a Merkle tree, for instance, an update-in-place ADS requires
the data owner (keeping a simple digest/signature) to issue read query first, modify the Merkle authentication proof, and then generate a new signature before writing it to the host. Variants of update-in-place ADSes are proposed, such as replicated
ADSes [34,54] and cached ADSes [31]; they improve the update efficiency at the expense of a larger owner state. Update-in-place ADS constructions have been used to
implement system prototypes, such as consistency-verified storage [35] and authenticated databases [34].
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2.3 Intel Software Guard eXtension (SGX)
Intel SGX is a security-oriented x86-64 ISA extension on the Intel Skylake CPU, released in 2016. SGX provides a “security-isolated world” for trustworthy program execution on an otherwise untrusted hardware platform. At the hardware level, the SGX
secure world includes a tamper-proof SGX CPU which automatically encrypts memory pages (in the so-called enclave region) upon cache-line write-back. Instructions
executed outside the SGX secure world that attempt to read/write enclave pages only
get to see the ciphertext and cannot succeed. SGX’s trusted software includes only unprivileged program and excludes any OS kernel code, by explicitly prohibiting system
services (e.g., system calls) inside an enclave.
To use the technology, a client initializes an enclave by uploading the in-enclave
program and uses SGX’s seal and attestation mechanism [21] to verify the correct setup
of the execution environment (e.g., by a digest of enclave memory content). During the
program execution, the enclave is entered and exited proactively (by SGX instructions,
e.g., EENTER and EEXIT) or passively (by interrupts or traps). These world-switch
events trigger the context saving/loading in both hardware and software levels. Comparing with prior TEE solutions [17,19,1,14], SGX uniquely support multi-core concurrent
execution, dynamic paging, and interrupted execution.

3 System Overview and Motivation
In this section, we present the system architecture in terms of target applications and
trust model. We also present our motivating observation, that is, placing existing updatein-place ADS construction over log-structured storage results in inefficiency.
3.1 System Model and Security Goals
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Fig. 1: System trust model: The box with solid lines (in green) means the trusted domain
including the enclave and owners. The box with dotted lines (in red) means the untrusted
host domain.
We consider the common cloud-storage scenario that cloud customers outsource
their data storage to a third-party cloud platform. The cloud instance runs over an SGX
machine and exposes an enclave to the customer. The server runs application and storage services. It persists data to its storage media through a key-value store. In this work,
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we consider the LSM tree based key-value stores exposing a standard P UT/G ET interface (will be elaborated soon). The use of LSM-based key-value store allows the system
to ingest an intense stream of data writes, featured in our target applications.
The enclave is trusted by the cloud customer and we assume the standard techniques
to establish such trust (e.g., software attestation mechanism [21] and key-exchange protocols [33]). The communication channel between the customer and the server enclave
is thus secured by standard TLS protocols. In our system model, we assume the enclave
and cloud customer are securely connected. Figure 1 illustrates the system architecture.
In the system, the enclave runs the server-side applications, and the host outside the enclave runs an LSM-tree based key-value store. The two interact through a
standard key-value store API: Given key k, value v, timestamp ts, a write operation
P UT(k, v) returns an acknowledgment about committed timestamp ts, and a read operation G ET(k, tsq ) returns result record hk, v, tsi where tsq denotes the timestamp at
the invocation time of G ET and ts denotes the timestamp of record returned. Formally,
ts := P UT(k, v)
hk, v, tsi := G ET(k, tsq )

(1)

Timestamp management: In our scheme, timestamp is managed inside enclave and
is backed by a trusted storage service (e.g., TPM chip) to defend rollback attacks by the
untrusted host. Upon P UT/G ET requests, the timestamps are managed in the following
manner: 1) For each P UT operation issued by the application, the enclave serializes the
operation and monotonically increases the current timestamp to assign a unique timestamp for the operation. 2) For each G ET operation issued by the application, it simply
retrieves the current timestamp and uses it as tq in the G ET request. 3) The timestamp
is periodically “flushed” to the trusted storage. The “flush” of timestamp counter can be
set at a fixed rate or be coupled with the “flush” operation in the underlying LPAD.
Given a read operation, there are several properties associated: 1) Result integrity
is about whether the result of a read, say hk, v, tsi, is a valid data record (meaning the
one written by a legitimate write before). The result integrity can be protected by a
simple use of message authentication code (MAC), and it is not our main security goal.
2) Result membership is about whether a read result is fresh and complete in the dataset
stored in the key-value store. The freshness states whether the result hk, v, tsi has the
largest timestamp (or is the latest) among all records of the queried key k and with a
timestamp smaller than tsq . The completeness prevents a legitimate result from being
omitted. The result membership in freshness and completeness can be authenticated
using the LPAD scheme.
Threat model: The trust boundary in our system occurs between the enclave and the
server host. The server host includes 1) hardware devices except for the SGX processor,
and 2) software that is loaded and is executed in the untrusted memory, including the
privileged operating system. The adversary can control the server host software stack
and subvert the storage systems there by forging operation results (will be described
next). The adversary in this work is assumed not to compromise the SGX hardware
which is tamper resistant. In addition, this work does not address the following attacks: denial-of-service attacks, proven deletion under Sybil attacks, SGX side-channel
attacks [51], design flaws or enclave program security.
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A query-forging adversary can modify the result of a data read (or a write) returned from the untrusted server host. Given a read query, the adversary can present
an incorrect result. Specifically, she can present a non-exist data record (breaking the
result integrity), present a properly signed but stale result to the enclave (breaking the
freshness), or present an empty result while omitting a matching record in the dataset
(breaking the completeness).
Security goals: The security goal in this work is that the enclave issuing P UT/G ET
requests can verify the freshness of the query results. If the untrusted host forges any
query results, the verification algorithm in the enclave cannot pass. Note that in this
work, we don’t address the mitigation of query-forging attack, that is, when the forging
occurs, the enclave cannot recover the honest result from the forged result.

4 LPAD Protocol: Scheme and Constructions
In this section, we define the standard LPAD scheme. An LPAD is an ADS scheme
tailored to the LSM tree structure. We first present a model of an LSM tree before
describing the LPAD scheme and security.
4.1 Design Motivation
To motivate our LPAD protocol, we present a strawman design that layers the updatein-place ADS over an LSM-tree based store.
When placing an update-in-place ADS over an LSM tree, an immediate problem
is that the authentication data has a different structure from the actual data. The structure mismatch creates extra engineering difficulty and performance overhead. As the
motivation of our work, we conduct a performance study and show the slowdown. We
consider an update-in-place ADS built on top of an imaginary binary search tree, which
is mapped to the input domain of the underlying LSM store (e.g., through the encoding
of in-order tree traversal). Each tree node is mapped to a key-value record in the LSM
store. By this means, each read (write) is translated to a series of index-node lookups
and the final data transfer. The performance result of this strawman comparing the ideal
case (an LSM tree without any ADS) is illustrated in Figure 2a. It shows that with the
presence of an update-in-place ADS, it adds a significant amount of overhead to the
write performance. In addition, in the target workload featuring an intensive stream of
writes, the slowdown is up to several orders of magnitudes.
4.2 Model of LSM Tree
An LSM tree represents a dataset m by a series of so-called levels, l0 , l1 ...lq−1 . A level
li is a list of ordered data records li = b1 b2 ...bj .... An LSM tree supports the basic
data reads and writes, where a write only updates the first level l0 . A read may iterate
through all levels to find a match. An LSM tree supports the M ERGE operation that
merges two adjacent levels (e.g., li and li+1 ) into one level. In the LSM tree, the first
level l0 resides in memory and all immutable levels l≥1 reside on disk. Note this simple
structure ensures writes are clustered into sequential storage access.
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Fig. 2: Performance of update-in-place ADS over LSM and the design of LPAD
Table 1: Notations
b
n
a
l

key-value record
security parameter
answer
LSM-tree level

m
dataset
ts
timestamp
π
proof
q number of levels

4.3 LPAD Scheme & Security
LPAD extends an ADS scheme with new algorithms to handle the M ERGE operation interactively. Formally, consider a set-membership predicate: Given dataset m
and record b, a set-membership predicate is 0, 1 :=P (m, b) where 0/1 represent nonmembership/membership of the record in dataset m. The scheme of an LPAD is the
following:
LPAD scheme Π LPAD consists of eight probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT)
algorithms (G EN, S ETUP, Q UERY , V RFY , U PDATE, R EFRESH, M ERGE,
S IG M ERGE ), where the first six are defined in a standard ADS scheme, and the
last two are new algorithms in LPAD. Specifically, S ETUP signs the initial dataset
(m), (Q UERY,V RFY) forms an interactivea sub-protocol for point-read (record b),
and (U PDATE,R EFRESH) forms an interactive point-write sub-protocol. The pair
of new algorithms, (M ERGE,S IG M ERGE), interactively merge the levels.
For simplicity, consider the three-party ADS modelb where a data owner writes to
a server host and clients read ADS from the server. The owner holding secret key
sk keeps a full copy of dataset m.
– pk, sk ←G EN(1n ): A pair of public/private keys are generated with security
parameter n.
– s ←S ETUPsk (m): Owner signs the initial dataset m using secret key sk.
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– π, a ←Q UERYpk,P (·,·) (m, b): The host processes a set-membership query on
record b against dataset m using public key pk. It returns the answer a of setmembership relation P (·, ·) and a proof π.
– 1, 0 :=V RFY pk (π, a): The client receiving proof π and answer a verifies using
public key pk whether the answer is authentic. 1 means the authentic answer.
– l′0 , s′0 , upd ←U PDATEsk (b, l0 ): The owner adds a new record b to level-zero in
the dataset l0 . It also generates update information upd.
– l′0 , s′0 :=R EFRESHpk (b, l0 , upd): The host receiving a new record to add b and
update information upd (resulted from Algorithm U PDATE or S IG M ERGE) refreshes the signature of level zero to be s′0 using upd.
– ∅, s′i , l′i+1 , s′i+1 , upd :=S IG M ERGEsk (li , si , li+1 , si+1 ): The owner merges
two adjacent levels (li , li+1 ) in the prior state to posterior state (∅, l′i+1 ). It
generates the signatures of the two levels in the posterior state (s′i , s′i+1 ) with
update information upd.
– ∅, s′i , l′i+1 , s′i+1 :=M ERGEpk (li , si , li+1 , si+1 , upd): The host merges two adjacent levels (li , li+1 ) to posterior state (∅, l′i+1 ) using public key pk and update
information upd.
a

Here, interactive means that the two algorithms (Q UERY and V RFY) can be called multiple times.
b
The extension from the three-party model to the two-party model is straightforward and
can be found in related work [43].

The correctness of LPAD scheme is straightforward and similar to that of ADS [43];
informally, the correctness can be stated by that given any state resulted from calling U PDATE/R EFRESH and M ERGE/S IG M ERGE, and given any correct Q UERY on the
state, running the verification algorithm (V RFY) will return 1. The security of LPAD
scheme is defined in a game where an adversary can access public key pk (i.e. freely
access V RFY,M ERGE,R EFRESH).
4.4 LPAD Construction by a Forest of Merkle Trees
This subsection presents a basic construction of LPAD and next subsection presents a
read-optimized construction.
The basic LPAD construction authenticates each level by a standard ADS such
as a Merkle tree. While this paper considers Merkle tree for construction, we stress
that the LPAD is a paradigm that can work with other per-level ADS primitives (e.g.,
multi-set hash [28]). Concretely, G EN(1n ) runs the standard public-key generation algorithm, and S ETUPsk (m) signs the initial dataset m using secret key sk before the
owner uploads the digest to the server. On the read path, the untrusted server runs
π, a ←Q UERYpk,P (·,·) (m, b) that prepares a query proof by including the membership
proof for the level that contains the answer and more importantly the non-membership
proofs for the levels that don’t contain the answer. Then the client receiving proof π and
answer a verifies the answer integrity by running 1, 0 :=V RFYpk (π, a), which further
runs the verification algorithms of the per-level ADS against corresponding per-level
proofs. It only accepts when all per-level verification accept.
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On the write path, the trusted owner updates the remote dataset by running the U P algorithm of the first-level ADS, namely l′0 , s′0 , upd ←U PDATEsk (b, l0 ). Then,
the untrusted server refreshes the dataset based on the owner’s update by running the
first-level ADS’s R EFRESH algorithm, namely m′0 , s′0 :=R EFRESHpk (b, m0 , upd).
Asynchronously, the server and owner interactively run algorithms to merge two
adjacent levels: The owner locally updates the two adjacent levels (li , li+1 ) to posterior
state (∅, l′i+1 ), with signatures and update information upd. The server then merges
two adjacent levels (mi , mi+1 ) to (∅, m′i+1 ) and simply updates their signatures using
update information upd. The S IG M ERGE(li , li+1 ) is constructed by the owner retrieving from the host the two input levels, li and li+1 , and linearly scanning them. This
straightforward construction with linear cost may not be feasible in the traditional setting, but is practical in the case with TEE where the server is co-located with the enclave
owner.
The correctness of LPAD construction is straightforward and we omit it in this and
subsequent constructions.
Security analysis: The basic LPAD construction is secure as long as the per-level
ADS constructions are secure. Because our security proof is based on the reduction to
the security of per-level ADS. That is, if LPAD is insecure, it means at least one of
per-level ADSes is insecure. Briefly, our formal security proof under the LPAD-forging
game relies on the idea that M ERGE can be “simulated” by a series of U PDATEs.
DATE

5 LPAD Systems
In this section, we present the engineering of LPAD protocol when building a functional storage system on Intel SGX. We build the system based on Google LevelDB [11], which is a representative and widely adopted storage system based on the
LSM trees. In this paper, we use the term “LevelDB” to represent a broad class of
log-structured key-value stores, such as Apache HBase [12], Apache Cassandra [10],
Facebook RocksDB [8].
5.1 System Design and Implementation
System Overview Our LPAD schemes are built on public key cryptography. When
instantiating the scheme on SGX, we naturally place the secret key inside the enclave.
Note that we assumed a secure key-management component in enclave such as sgxkms [26]. In addition, all LPAD algorithms that access the secret key are run inside
enclave. Algorithms with the public key are run by the untrusted host, except for the
V RFY algorithm whose return value is security critical.
Therefore, our system runs the following LPAD algorithms in enclave: 1) The algorithms involving secret keys, that is, G EN, S ETUP, U PDATE, S IG M ERGE (recall the
LPAD scheme in § 4) are executed in an enclave. 2) The verification algorithm (i.e.
V RFY) is placed in an enclave as the verification result is critical to the protocol security.
In particular, to support S IG M ERGE, it runs a clone of M ERGE computation inside
enclave. The data buffered in memory is placed outside the enclave but we allow the
in-enclave M ERGE computation to directly access the buffer outside enclave. The data
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buffer is placed outside enclave, because it is accessed by the enclave for once (i.e. no
locality) and placing it in enclave does not save boundary-crossing overhead. During the
M ERGE, the inputs are read from the disk to buffer and enclave, and are authenticated
in a deferred fashion by reconstructing the entire Merkle tree of the levels. By the end of
M ERGE, the newly generated level is signed by the enclave. Details about implementing
verifiable M ERGE is presented in § 5.1.
Digest Structures In LPAD, the data storage is hosted in the untrusted world and it
entails to authenticate the data outside the enclave by building a digest structure. We
design and implement a digest structure that is aligned well with the data layout in an
LSM store, aiming to minimize the imposed IO overhead.
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Fig. 3: LPAD system architecture with digest structures
The LPAD digest structure consists of Merkle trees built over the LSM tree dataset.
Each Merkle tree digests an LSM-tree level. The data records are digested in their original order, that is, sorted first by data keys and then by timestamps. In an LSM store, data
records are stored in a data file where records are indexed to facilitate the data lookup.
The LPAD Merkle tree is stored by being embedded in the index. That is, each pointer
in a tree index is augmented to store the hash of the Merkle tree.
An example: In Figure 3, there is an LSM tree with three levels. For the third level,
it contains a list of key-value records, sorted first their data keys and then by timestamps.
There exist an index structure that facilitates the lookup of a data key in the level. The
index is a three-node B tree (of nodes i0, i1, i2). Each index node contains multiple
entries, each with a data-key range and a pointer to the child index node. For instance,
the index node i1 has an entry ([0, 4], a1), which is used to direct a search with data key
in [0, 4] to the data block starting with record h1, t0i. LPAD system augments each index
entry with a Merkle-tree hash. For instance, the index entry ([0, 4], a1) is augmented
with hash h3 where h3 = H(h1, t0ikh2, t2ikh4, t3i). In the LPAD Merkle tree over
level l2 , the Merkle tree is constructed by h1 = H(h3kh4) and h2 = H(h5kh6).
In LPAD system, the storage of LPAD Merkle trees is co-located with the index in
an LSM store. One of the benefits for this design is that the co-located data and digest
storage can reduce the data-access cost. That is, when storing the Merkle trees in a
separate file, retrieving the Merkle proof involves multiple random accesses on disk,
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incurring expensive disk seeks. In our co-located digest storage, the random-access to
retrieve proof is piggybacked in the data access path, namely, the seek to look up the
index is also used to prepare the hashes in a LPAD proof, saving extra seeks.
M ERGE Implementation Our system runs three functionalities in enclave for verified
M ERGE: 1) the computation of M ERGE, 2) the authentication of input data that comes
into the enclave in a streaming fashion, 3) the signing of the output data. The code of
these three functions run inside the enclave and the data buffer resides outside the enclave. More specifically, given multiple files at consecutive levels as input, the verified
M ERGE inside enclave loads the data files into data buffers outside enclave, merge-sort
the data records, reconstructs the Merkle root hashes for all input files, and builds a
Merkle tree over the merged output stream of records. If the reconstructed Merkle root
hashes are identical to what are stored in enclave, the enclave make effective of this
M ERGE operation by updating the digest of the relevant levels with the reconstructed
Merkle hash.
5.2 Security Analysis
In our system in SGX, an invariant is that on both write and read paths, the in-enclave
algorithm of LPAD (i.e. U PDATE and V RFY) occurs after the outside-enclave algorithm
(i.e. R EFRESH and Q UERY). This invariant, with the promise of fully serialized execution,2 allows the enclave to construct the execution order (of reads and writes) from the
order these in-enclave algorithms are called. This execution order further allows to fully
specify the execution history, based on which the membership can be authenticated by
LPAD (e.g., freshness assumes the temporal order among reads/writes).
Concretely, we consider the freshness attack that the adversary from the untrusted
host presents a correct but stale read result. The freshness property requires that a read
result hk, v, tsi = G ET(k, tsq ) is fresh as of timestamp tsq . By definition, it can be
authenticated by the membership of result record hk, v, tsi and the non-membership of a
virtual record hk, v ′ , ts′ i that is “fresher” and with ts′ ∈ [ts, tsq ]. Both the membership
and non-membership can be further authenticated by the LPAD scheme underneath.
Based on freshness authentication, any stale result returned from the untrusted host can
be easily detected (by the failure of V RFY). Here, special notes should be taken that
under the above invariant (i.e. in-enclave algorithms occur after the untrusted LPAD
algorithms), the untrusted host is given the chance to store the data no older than the
digest in enclave, and thus any deviation from the (non)-membership proven by the
digest can be attributed to the misbehavior of the untrusted host.
The freshness attack can be extended to different forms: 1) The completeness attack
is a special form of freshness attack where the untrusted host omits the result and falsely
returns an empty result. In this case, the non-membership authentication (for the empty
result) will not pass. 2) The forking attack [37] works by the untrusted host presenting
different views to different reads. As our enclave under LPAD protocol fully specifies
the operation history (without ambiguity), there is always only one legitimate result
2

The untrusted host can break the promise of serialized execution, but will eventually be detected through the in-enclave checks.
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that can be authenticated, thus eliminating the forking vulnerability. Note that we do
not consider concurrency attacks.

6 Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate LPAD system with the goal of answering the following
questions:
– What is the trusted code size (§ 6.1)?
– What is the performance of LPAD under IO-intensive workloads (§ 6.2)?
6.1 Implementation & Enclave Code Size
Original LevelDB codebase: The codebase of LevelDB consists of several code modules. Their profiles are the following: F1) A skip list that is accessed by reads and writes
on level l0 consists of 1.3K lines of code. F2) A write-ahead log (WAL) that is accessed
by a write at level l0 consists of 1K LoC to persist writes and recover state. F3) LRU
data cache and Bloom filter that are accessed by reads on levels l≥1 consists of 1K LoC.
F4) Merge computation for compaction consists of 0.2K LoC. F5) Thread management
code for compaction (< 0.1K LoC), F6) Application-specific IO handling, e.g., for file
parsing, file meta-data management, etc., consists of 4.7K LoC, and F7) miscellaneous
utility code, e.g., for computing regular hash, consists of 4K LoC.
Code modification of LevelDB: The system implementation is based on the codebase of LevelDB with the following changes: 1. We add a program to hook our inenclave program to the LevelDB running in the untrusted host. 2. We add a program
to store and serve the Merkle trees for Q UERY on the untrusted host; several LevelDB
utilities are reused for the Merkle-tree persistence. 3. We modify the LevelDB codebase
to make each P UT return its timestamp. The change is not significant and does not cause
overhead.
For evaluating the trusted code size, we prepare a baseline realizing Haven-style
partitioning. In particular, our baseline is based on the latest systems-level support in
enclave, Panoply [47]. Comparing with Haven [24], Panoply considers the application
logic is partitioned to several modules, with each loaded in a container with Panoply’s
rich systems interface (e.g., thread management). Despite its rich in-enclave functionalities and minimized systems-level TCB, we stress Panoply is not application partitioning
scheme and cannot specify how to partition LevelDB. Thus, in our baseline, we map
the entire codebase of LevelDB into enclave.
Recall that the LPAD places inside the enclave trusted LPAD algorithms
(S IG M ERGE,U PDATE,V RFY) and requires the enclave to include the code for Merkle
proof and SHA computation. Additionally, the enclave runs some glue code generated
by Intel SGX SDK [16]. The total number of code lines in enclave is around 900. Comparing with the baseline approach, trust-minimized partitioning reduces the applicationlevel trusted code size by 20 times.
The result of enclave code size is presented in Table 2.
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Table 2: Trusted code size with LPAD partitioning strategies
Partitioning scheme
Trusted code size (LoC)
LPAD
891
The Haven [24] approach ∼ 20000
(LevelDB in enclave)

6.2 Performance Evaluation
In this section, we present the performance of LPAD under Yahoo Cloud Serving
Benchmark (YCSB) [29] which is a standard benchmark suite. We evaluate the performance under IO-intensive workloads. We start by describing the common experiment
setup.
Experiment setup: We did all the experiments on two laptops with an Intel 8-core
i7-6820HK CPU of 2.70GHz and 8MB cache, 32 GB Ram and 1TB Disk. This is one
of the Skylake CPUs with SGX features.
We used the YCSB benchmark suite [29] that provides a workload generator and
a multi-threaded execution platform for evaluating the performance of generic keyvalue stores. We leverage the LevelDB-YCSB adapter based on online projects.3 In our
experiment, we run the YCSB workload driver on one machine and the storage system
on another machine; the two machines are connected in a high-speed LAN network.
We use two datasets in this experiment: The large dataset contains 200 million
records (which is 24GB without compression under 100-byte values), and the small
dataset contains 1 million records (140MB without compression). The large dataset
is intended to capture the IO-intensive workload where the working set is larger than
memory and IO is constantly triggered during data serving. The small dataset captures
the memory intensive workloads with the working set fully residing on memory; in this
case memory references (or cache misses) are the bottleneck. Both datasets are generated with uniformly distributed keys, each key-value record contains a 16-byte key and
a value that can take a size of 100 or 1000 bytes.4 We used the SHA3 hash algorithm
from the Crypto++ library [13].
IO-intensive workload In the experiment, we varied the read percentage from 0%
(that is, a write-only workload), 20%, 40%, 60%, 80% to 100% and we tested 1 million
queries. We consider both SHA1 and SHA3 algorithms. We vary record size (116 bytes
and 1016 bytes). Our experiments are conducted with M ERGE turned on and in a single
thread. Each experiment is run at least three times. We report the latency per operation.
We compare the performance of our LPAD-SGX system against two baselines: 1)
The first is a raw LevelDB instance running in the untrusted world. This is an unsecured
solution, but its performance is ideal. We name this baseline by “Raw LevelDB (Ideal)”.
2) The second baseline is a LevelDB protected by a single Merkle tree, which represents most existing work in the ADS literature. This baseline is named by “SingleMT
(Baseline)”.
3
4

https://github.com/jtsui/ycsb-leveldb
Note the smaller size a value is (e.g., 100 byte), the more challenging to serve for a storage
system as small writes cause more random access IO.
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Fig. 4: LPAD-SGX performance
The performance result under the IO-intensive workload is presented in Figure 4a
and Figure 4b. For both 1016-byte and 116-byte record sizes, the LPAD-SGX scheme
matches well with the write-optimized characteristics of the original LevelDB – their
latency increases as the workload becomes more read intensive. By contrast, the baseline of a single Merkle tree exhibits a read-optimized behavior. More over, with any
read-write ratio, the LPAD-SGX systems’ slowdown comparing the ideal performance
is at most 2X, which is much smaller than the 500X slowdown of the SingleMT baseline (the single Merkle tree). By using SHA1 instead of SHA3, the LPAD-SGX system
further reduces the slowdown to 36% for the 116-byte records and 12% for the 1016byte records. This result confirms the benefit of matching security protocol with the
underlying storage system.

7 Conclusion
This work presents LPAD, an ADS protocol designed based on LSM trees to address the
efficiency under write-intensive workloads. A functional system is built based on LPAD
that is on top of Google LevelDB with Intel SGX. The system design of LPAD features
three salient properties: 1) It supports a small enclave program by having around one
thousand in-enclave code lines out of more than twenty thousands code lines of LevelDB. 2) It guarantees query authenticity in terms of data integrity and membership. 3)
The performance slowdown of LPAD is less than 12%.
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